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statement* L.zi$i made an answer and pos. Ably ti Iziah brought

a message to than from God. It is a narative section as compared with

the section of direct prophecy or prophetic discourse vh.tch precoeds and

follows it. 3o this ntura1_y divides the book into sections.* Chapters

1 to 35 and then the narative secti..n 33 to 39 and then the section

prophetic discourse in chapters 40 to 60.

Bight here a feature of those chapters may be pointed out

i(*1 is omevbat incidental, This is the fact that most of the

material in chapters 3. to 35 begins proth1y in the reign of Ahia.

1 to 35 may be ittrely made up of dt ouraes given in the reign of

Abiaz or before or it may be that some of the sections there beg to

be written in the days of Ahiaz end had parts added to then in the days

of 1e4kiah. In either case, each main action of the part of 3. to

35 begins in the reign of Ahiaz. Then chapters 36 to 39 describe the

events in the reign of Rozikiab and tells the relationship botwea the

Jrophet and the king during this reign, Chapters 40 to 66 are probably

written in the reign of £tanassa.

This brings to our attention auothoi Qift'erenc,;, We notice

that £lezilciab was a righteous hing. Naturally then there is a tone of

comfort and recognition of God'a b3.osain found in chapters 36 to 39 which

contrastsd,th the tone of requuit rebuke which is found in Chapters

1 to , or of recognition of God's punishment as an accomplished fact

which is found in chapters 40 to 66; We have the gera1 atmosphere

of gloom in the first section, th the more radiant happiness of £Ie4kiah'

in these chapters and then the c1:ground of gloom which follow.
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